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2016 - going large again!

Wood ant translocation methodology published
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As you may be aware Conops Entomology Ltd has been providing technical advice and support to Atkins on
the translocation of hairy wood ants (Formica lugubris) in Scotland. On completion of the translocation of 28
nests in 2014, overseen by Conops Entomology Ltd and following subsequent monitoring of the scheme, Andy
Jukes and Sarah Price (Atkins Senior Ecologist) have written up the methodology. The full method, including
tips and advice will be published in Conservation Land Management (the sister publication to British Wildlife
magazine) this winter (ref: Conservation Land Management Winter 2016 Volume 14, No. 4, pp 8-13). For
more information on the methodology or if you would like to discuss the practicalities of translocating wood
ants, please feel free to contact Andy Jukes: (andy@conopsentomology.o.uk).

Following on from 2014’s newsletter on landscape scale projects and 2015’s busy
year themes, 2016 has been both a busy year and back on large landscape scale
works including the largest landscape scale infrastructure project in the country,
the survey of 7000 hectares of upland moor and work on a large bypass scheme in
Cambridgeshire.



Infrastructure projects

website: www.conopsentomology.co.uk

or contact Andy Jukes BSc (Hons) MCIEEM FRES at:

andy@conopsentomology.co.uk

In 2012-2013 Conops Entomology Ltd co-ordinated the
terrestrial invertebrate technical elements on a large rail
project passing throughWarwickshire and Staffordshire.
In2016,ConopsEntomologyLtd is nowcoordinatingand
running both the terrestrial and aquatic invertebrate
elements for the next phase of this large rail project.

In Cambridgeshire, survey work and technical advice
from Conops Entomology Ltd has seen black and
brown hairstreak habitat creation and recreation of open
mosaics for scarce bees and wasps along a large by-
pass scheme.

New additions to the UK invertebrate fauna

2016 has been a busy year for entomologists with an ever-increasing list of species being added to the UK
inventory. Of primary note, other than the new bee identified by Andy Jukes and co-workers in 2015, are new
species of bee and wasp that have reached the UK from the near continent. No fewer than four species have
been recorded from the south-east of England and western England in 2016 with more to be announced in 2017
following publication of the findings.

The demise of ISIS and rise of Pantheon

As most regular clients will know, Conops Entomology Ltd has
been utilising ISIS (version 2010) in site assessments and appraisal.
It has been a wonderful tool to support our work and help justify any
valuation placed on a site and its key features. This excel-based
application has now been superseded by a new, slightly different
internet-accessed application called Pantheon (http://www.brc.ac.uk/
pantheon/). Again, it has been devised by Natural England and takes
a different approach to the assessment of invertebrate features of
value. Unlike ISIS, the focus is upon traits and resource usage with
less emphasis on comparing features to benchmarked 'favourable'
statuses. There will be some minor changes in the coming years,
particularly in 2017, but as of April this year, upon its formal
launch, this will be the primary tool in site evaluation. As part of a
peer-review panel, Andy Jukes has been involved in testing
Pantheon and offering advice and changes to it with particular
emphasis on making it a worthwhile tool for development work and
not just a conservation-focussed application.

Fairy shrimp (Chirocephalus diaphanus)

As a point of information, Andy Jukes attained his Schedule 5 fairy shrimp survey license in 2016, being one of
a very small handful of people in England to hold this license. The fairy shrimp is found mainly in the south
and south-west of England, being particularly associated with military sites and landscapes such a Salisbury
Plain but other open areas with mosaics of shallow ephemeral pools and depressions may be suitable.


